Adaptive interference canceling beamformers are known to suffer from beampattern distortion, particularly when interferers approach the nominal mainlobe. In some applications such as radio astronomy, even small pattern variations can be problematic. We address the issue of computing power spectral density (PSD) estimates at the output of a beamforming array in the presence of strong moving interference. A bias corrected PSD estimation algorithm is introduced which uses subspace projection methods to cancel interference at the beamformer. A correction step eliminates both patterndistortion-induced PSD bias and spatial response errors over the long-term PSD averaging window.
INTRODUCTION
This paper considers the problem of computing power spectral density (PSD) estimates from the output of a beamforming array steered toward some signal of interest in the presence of strong moving interference. Conventional wisdom suggests using one of many candidate adaptive array processing algorithms to null out the interferer, followed by a separate PSD estimator which operates on the beamformer time series output. However, all known interference cancellation array processing algorithms introduce distortion in the effective beamforming spatial pattern, particularly as interference encroaches on the beam mainlobe. This biases the PSD estimate due to time varying changes in the beampattern.
In some applications, including radio astronomical (RA) observation, even modest beamshape distortions can be unac- terns can make detection impossible due to induced variations in the observed noise levels. This is true even when beam response is held accurately to calibrated levels at the beam mainlobe center point. Thus for practical RA, beamshapes must be known precisely and must be be stable over time. This fact has hindered adoptionu of adaptive array interference cancellation techniques in RA even though man-made radio sources pose critical signal pollution problems. Typical RA interference comes from satellites or fixed ground transmitters, but due to Earth rotation and long integration times all appear to be moving relative to a deep space object of interest so that our assumption of moving interference is satisfied. We introduce a new estimation algorithm which combines adaptive interference canceling with temporal PSD estimation and bias correction to remove the effect of beam distortions. This is possible if the signal of interest is stationary but interferers move during the PSD integration time window (which we will call the long term integration period, or LTI). Though the LTI PSD estimate can be corrected for beam distortion bias, the method does not produce an unbiased beamformer time series output. The bias correction is based on the method of Leshem and van der Veen for array covariance estimation in a radio astronomical synthesis imaging [1] . We show how their technique can be adapted to PSD estimation.
SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a P element sensor array which at time sample n produces a length P x 1 data vector 
The STI sample estimator of R,,j is computed as
(1)
where N is the length of data window used in couputing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), 0 is the number of overlapping samples in successive windows, -y is the spec- When 0 = 0 and N = L so the FFT windows are nonoverlapping and match the STI length', then exploiting symmetry of G and F and using (6) and (7) 
SIMULATION RESULTS
This section presents an experiment with a seven element half wavelength spaced uniform line array. The source of interest was at a bearing of 5°with SNR of -30 dB. Two moving interferers were observed with initial bearings of 33°and -35°a nd both moving at 5 x 10-4 degrees per sample. The interference to noise ratio was 0 dB for each. The full LTI window includes 100 samples, and N = L = 512 samples with 0 = 0. Noise was i.i.d. both spatially and temporally. The source and interferers were all narrowhand at distinct frequencies so that their contributions to the PSD estimate could be readily identified. Figure 1 presents the beamformer directional response pattern produced by wj = Pjw for each STI, j. Note that two beamforming nulls track interferer motion. For the early STIs hoth interferers are in the sidelobes so the mainlobe steered to 5°appears undistorted. However, in the later STIs the left-hand interferer encroaches on the mainlobe producing significant distortion and raising the sidelobe levels. Figure 2 shows PSD estimates obtained using "conventional" fixed weights, w, and subspace projection weights, wj, with and without bias correction. The conventional beamformer was completely ineffective in suppressing interference. The curve for subspace projection without bias correction shows that interference was effectively excised, but due to beamshape distortions the noise floor is seen to rise.
This would rask weak signals of interest anrd introduce in stability in the noise baseline estimate. The bias corrected subspace projection PSD was computed using (1 1). The corresponding curve in Figure 2 shows the methods maintains the low noise floor of the fixed beamformer while effectively canceling interferero. sitive calibrated detection and scientific measurement observations such as radio astronomy it is anticipated this method will help overcome the inertia which impedes adoption of critically needed interference canceling methods.
APPENDIX
The following matrix product properties were used in (9). For column vector z and arbitrary matrices A, B, C and D: Frequency in rad/sample (a)
Power Spectral Density using all data via Welch's method 0 P.
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